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About Sitebuilder 

Sitebuilder enables local u3as to design their own web site. It was created, and is maintained, by 
u3a members.  Backups are performed daily, and the support team also takes occasional copies of 
the data ime. Sitebuilder is specifically designed to display information relevant to u3as (groups, 
meetings, contact details) and, is therefore limited in its facilities. Anyone interested in visual 
design, or in writing their own HTML, may want to choose a different authoring software. 

Site Structure 

When a site is first created, it will show a menu bar containing links to four top-level pages: 

The "Welcome" page: 

Visitors will read this page first, so it should contain a general introduction to your u3a. You can 
choose the page heading and enter one or more paragraphs of information. 

The "Groups" page: 
This page is intended to display: 

 Some introductory text that says something about your interest groups, 
 A list of currently active groups. 

The "Events" page: 
This page is intended to display: 

 Some introductory text about the sort of events which you run. 
 Specific details of each event. 

The "Contact" Page: 
This page is intended to display: 

 Information about the ways in which site visitors can contact your u3a. 
 An online form with which users can send an e-mail message to a U3A contact. 

 
Entering and Editing Text 

The basic content for all pages is entered in the same way. Text will "wrap" around from line to 
line, and a scroll bar will appear when necessary. You can delete, change or add extra content at 
any time.  

NOTE: You may also use "copy and paste" to get content from another document. 
However, no formatting will be carried over as the program decides where (and 
how) to put it on the page. 

Site Builder supports a few simple formatting options: 

Required format How it is achieved 

Bold Hash (#) symbol on either side. 

 Italic Underline (_) symbol on either side. 

Bold, centred heading "Curly" {} brackets on either side. 

Bulleted list  Place an asterisk (*) at the start of each line.  
End with a blank line. 

To create a table  Separate individual elements in the row with 2 commas.  
End with a blank line. 
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MAIN MENU 
 
WELCOME:  

This should contain some general information about both the u3a movement and Torfaen u3a. This can 
be whatever you think would be of interest to potential new members. To enter or change the page 
content, click Edit text. 

Notices 
Notices are brief announcements which can be set to stay on the site for a limited time. They are 
displayed in a "Notice Board" on the right side of the page. Use them for "stop-press" news or quick 
reminders about events which are to occur in the immediate future. 

Clicking the Notices option brings up a list of existing notices, including those past their "show-
until" date. Click on a notice to remove or change it, or use the data entry form to add a new notice.  

 
GROUPS.  

Edit text 

The introductory text should include a general account of how interest groups begin and are run, 
including the role of the convenor, typical venues, meeting arrangements and costs. Individual group 
details can be entered via the menu options below. 

Add groups 

Up to 5 group names, each no more than 30 characters long, can be entered at a time. You can 
subsequently choose to enter another 5 groups, or view a list of all groups entered so far. 

You may also enter the day of the week and the period (morning or afternoon) when the group 
normally meets. Group names can be displayed alphabetically or in a timetable format. 

The extras field allows you to enter additional information about group meetings (e.g. their 
frequency).  

NOTE: You are not obliged to fill in this field but it could prove useful. 

Change group 

Select the relevant group. Its details will be shown and, after you have made the changes, the updated 
details will be displayed for you to check. 

If a group has ceased to run, or is temporarily in abeyance, change its status from Show to Hide. A 
"hidden" group will not appear in the list but can be re-instated as requiured. 

Any group (or set of related groups) may have a separate page. You are given the option to link the 
group to an existing group page, to edit the corresponding group page (if any), or to make a new page 
if one doesn’t already exist. 

NOTE: Group names with an associated page will appear on your public site as a blue 
underlined link, which users can click to take them to the relevant page. 

Remove Group 

Select the relevant group . If it has an associated group page, you will be asked for confirmation, as 
removing the group will also remove that page. 

NOTE: Do not try to "remove" a group by blanking out its name as it will still exist on your 
site and will be very difficult to get rid of. 
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EVENTS:  

Edit text 

The introductory text should include information about regular events. (e.g. the day, time, venue and 
format of monthly meetings). 

Add event 

Data can be registered about one event at a time. You can enter the: 

 category: either general (monthly meeting, outing, etc.) or that of a group page or sub-page. 

 date. 

 Details. e.g. name of speaker, title of talk, location, cost, etc. 

NOTE:   You can add another event immediately or check the details which you have just 
entered. 

Events are displayed within categories. Visitors can either view the list by category or in date order. 
(Group-related events are also shown on the relevant group page). Events whose dates have elapsed 
are not shown, although they remain on the database. 

Change event 

Select the relevant event. If there is no immediate response, press Change the Marked Event. The 
event details are displayed in editable form, and when you Save the information you have the option 
to see the effect of your changes. 

Remove event 

Tick the box besides the event(s) that you wish to remove, and click Remove.  
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CONTACT:  

This page should show details of the various ways in which a visitor can contact your u3a. You may 
also wish to show the names of your committee members.  

NOTE: Seek permission before showing a member’s telephone number. Do not show private     
home addresses.  

Add Email 

This option allows you to enter e-mail addresses for your u3a contacts. You may have as many email 
addresses as you need, but each must have its own label, e.g. "General enquiry", "Membership 
secretary", etc.  

A group leader's email can be associated with the relevant group page. Contact addresses for group 
pages generate an icon on which visitors can click to get an on-line form.  

NOTE: The address format will be checked and a warning shown if it is invalid. You will be 
asked to try again. 

If at least one valid email address has been recorded, an on-line form will be displayed for visitors to 
send a message. If there is more than one address all the labels will be shown, enabling the visitor to 
select the most relevant one.  

NOTE: The actual email addresses will not be displayed anywhere on the website. 

Links to an email address may also be placed "inline" (within normal page text). To make an inline 
link the reference text must: 

1. be surrounded by % (percent) signs.  

2. match the label previously attached to the address.  
e.g. if joebloggs@gmail.com has the label Web Master, you could include in the text "Contact 
the %web master% for further information." 

NOTE: It is important to give a unique label to Inline links. 

Matches between reference and the mail label are not case-sensitive, and can be partial. If there is 
more than one match the shorter will be chosen. 

NOTE: If the label is shorter than its reference the match will not work.  

Change / Remove Email 

Select the relevant email address and change or delete it in the usual way. (The Change option uses 
the same form as that used for adding new email addresses) 
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LINKS 

Links can be used to turn your website into a "portal" to useful resources elsewhere on the internet. 
They may be one of 4 different types: 

1. External: to URLs for other sites, 

2. Internal: to uploaded files; created automatically when a file is uploaded 

3. Sub: from a parent page to a sub-page. These are created automatically with the sub-page, 
and removed automatically with that page. 

4. Ref: a cross-reference from one page to another. 

Every link has a parent page and associated link text on which visitors can click to go to the link 
destination. Links may also be set as inline only. 

Add link 

This option allows you to make a link to an external resource only.  

Select the page on which your link is to appear. 

Enter the URL of the external resource and some meaningful text on which visitors can click. (You 
can add further details about the site to which you are linking if you wish).  

NOTE: the system will only check whether any web address which you enter is well-formed. It 
is your responsibility to check your links for validity; both when you first create them, 
and periodically thereafter. 

Insert the header of the linked page within vertical bars. The match between the link and the page 
header is not case sensitive, and may be partial. (e.g. |photography| will link with "Digital 
Photography). If the link matches more than one page header, the shorter one will be chosen. 

NOTE: Matches will not work if the page header is shorter than the link.  

You may also set an expiry date for a link. (e.g. If it is associated with a particular event, set an 
expiry date in line with that of the event). Expired links can be removed singly or en masse via the 
Tidy up option in the Admin menu. 

A link to an uploaded file is treated as an internal link. The file name will be fixed, but you will need 
to fill all in the other information. 

Change link 
Select the relevant link. Your changes will be checked in the usual way.  

NOTE: You cannot change the file name for an uploaded document. You must remove the 
original link, upload the replacement file, and then re-make the link. 

Remove link 
Select the relevant  link. (Links to uploaded files will not be displayed; use the Files/Remove file 
option to remove the file, which will also automatically remove the link). 

NOTE: You cannot remove links to sub-pages but you can change their link text and other 
details. 

Links may also be placed "inline" within normal page text. (See the help about inline links). 

Link a new group to an existing page 

Click Change group and select the new group. 

To find the relevant group page use the pull-down list Make a link to page: 

Press Save this group data to register the link.  
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PAGES 

Additional pages can be created as required and will include: 

1. Top-level pages accessed from the main menu buttons. 

2. Pages linked to specific groups. 

3. Non- specific sub-pages linked from main or group pages 
 
Add group page 

This option allows you to create a page of information about one or more interest groups.  

Add sub-page 

This option allows you to create a new page which is not associated with a specific group.  

Change, Remove, or View page 

The names of extra top-level pages (identified by *) are listed first, followed by group pages, then 
sub-pages (identified by +).  

Select the relevant page to complete the required action.  

If you click Remove page you will be asked to confirm that you no longer want the selected page to 
appear on your site. Removing a page will also remove any items linked from it like pictures, 
documents, sub-pages, events and contact addresses.  

NOTE: Removing a page is irreversible 

NOTE: Never attempt to "remove" a page by blanking out its header as it will still exist, but as 
it is no longer visible, it will be very difficult to get rid of. 
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PICTURES 

The number of pictures on a site is limited to 800 and there is a maximum allowance of 25 pictures per 
page, apart from the Home page on which you can show only one picture at any one time. The most 
generally accepted formats are .jpg, .png, and .gif.  

Pictures are displayed in 2 forms:  

1. Small logos. These are displayed on the RH side of the page header.  

Only one logo can be shown on any page.  

A new logo (e.g. your own u3a logo) placed on the Home page will supersede the u3a default 
logo and will also be shown on all other pages.  

You can add a logo to any other page as a one-off, when it will also supersede the default.  

You can also make a logo link to another site. 

NOTE: Pictures to be used as logos should be about 100×50 pixels. They will be adjusted 
dynamically to fit the user's display. 

2. Full-sized pictures. These will be reduced in size on normal text pages, but can be displayed in 
their full size by following the appropriate link. 

NOTE: Anything over 1024 pixels in width will be rejected. (800×600 pixels is a good 
choice).  

Pictures should be given meaningful names for easy identification. The name should be no longer 
than 64 characters and contain only alphanumeric characters (plus a hyphen if you wish).  

Give each picture a title, and (optionally) some details about it. Pictures should illustrate your 
own U3A's location and range of activities.  

The most recently loaded pictures are displayed in the sidebar. (If there are more than 5 they are 
shown as "thumbnails" below the page text). By clicking on any of them to see it in full size, you 
can scroll through all the other pictures located on the same page, in reverse order of their upload 
time. 

If the Gallery button is activated, all the pictures on the site will be shown on the "Gallery" page 
in "thumbnail" form. By clicking on any of them to see it in full size, you can scroll through all 
the other pictures on the website. The pictures will be shown by their "parent" page with the most 
recently added coming first. 
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Inline Pictures 
Thumbnail images can be inserted into the page text. This is useful for pages with a lot of text 
and/ or many pictures, especially for relating text with their associated pictures. 

Click Show pictures for inline insertion to see all the pictures registered for that page.  

Select a picture reference (Square brackets enclosing a unique identification number, plus an 
alignment option: either l or r.) by double-clicking it.  

Insert it into your chosen position in the text by double-clicking. Place references at the start of a 
paragraph so that the top of the picture is aligned with the top of the paragraph 

Inline pictures are displayed immediately after the page text is saved.  

Clicking on an image will show it on a separate page. Alternatively you can use the option 
Customisation/Choose option in the Admin menu to show its full-size version as an overlay on 
the current page. Visitors will then be able to move through all the inline images for that page. 

NOTE:  The option Inline pictures: special effects must be ticked. 

To prevent an inline image also being shown in the sidebar set the inline only option.  

To make it available for a different page use the Change picture option, select the new page title 
from the pull-down list, then click Copy to another page.  

Inline pictures: a guide to layout 

If a page only contains a few paragraphs plus two or three pictures, the standard sidebar display 
is still the best choice.  

Pictures can be inserted anywhere in the text, but they should be positioned with care. Neat 
layouts can be achieved using the methods described below. 

Place references, whether for right- or left-aligned images, right at the start of the paragraph to 
ensure that text and pictures line up vertically. For example: 

To place a picture on each side of the paragraph - [123,l] [124,r] Paragraph text 

Successive paragraphs each containing only one picture can produce a ragged effect which will 
display inconsistently on different screens. Maintain balance by regularly alternating the picture 
alignments. For example: 

[123,l] First paragraph 
[124,r] Second paragraph 
[125,l] Third paragraph 

Tables provide more control over layouts. A single "strip" of pictures can be shown by separating 
the references with commas, e.g. 

[123,l] ,, [124,l] ,, [125,l] ,, [126,l] 

The alignment option refers to the pictures' positions within a table cell, so it is best to align them 
all uniformly. 

NOTE: Don’t show more than five in a row. 

Text and pictures can be combined in a table row, to assist with alignment. 

[123,l] ,, Some text 
[123,l] ,, Some more text 

To produce a "before and after" contrast: [123,l] ,, Some text ,, [124,r] 

NOTE: Table rows centre on the page if they are too short to fill its entire width. Successive 
table rows will line up correctly if there are no blank lines between them 
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FILES 

Uploaded files will usually be human-readable documents. (PDF files are the most accessible and 
can be created by Libre Office Writer). 

There is no limit to the total number of files that can be uploaded, or to the number that can be 
linked to a particular page. 

Browse through File Explorer to find the file that you wish to upload.  

File names must contain only non-alphanumeric characters (and hyphens).  

NOTE: File sizes should be less than 14Mb. 

You can password protect the file so that it can be read only by your members. (The first time that 
you do so, mail the systems administrator specifying the username and password which you wish to 
use).  

Once the file has been uploaded you will be able to record a link to it. 

NOTE: You cannot change either the content or the file name. When you remove its link the 
file itself will also be removed. 

 
NOTE: If you want to upload Flash or other movie files, first upload the file to YouTube and 

then embed it into your website by using the embed option on the Admin menu.  
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ADMIN MENU 

COLOURS 

There are 2 functions for changing your colour-scheme 

1. New Brand Colour Changes 

There are 12 predefined colours of which the 4 main ones are light blue, dark blue, yellow and 
white. The remainder are classed as secondaries.  

NOTE: Use contrasting colours for text and background (light on dark, or dark on light). 
Avoid using too many different secondaries in the same design. 

There is an option to select a logo to be shown if no specific logo has been registered for your 
site. The choice is between white, dark blue and black versions, all on transparent backgrounds. 

Clicking the Default Colours option in the editing menu reverses the original brand colour-
scheme. 

2. Original Sitebuilder Colour Changes 

This option allows you to create your own colours. It involves mixing a colour and applying it to 
the appropriate section of a page to judge its suitability.  

When you are satisfied with the result you can save it and it will be subsequently used for your 
entire website. (You are free to change it again at any time, or revert to the default colour-
scheme). 

Mixing Colours 

Select levels of red, green, and blue from the 3 bars on the left of the screen.  

Mixing colours at or near the top of the bars makes a pale colour, 

Mixing colours at or near the bottom of the bars makes a dark colour, 

Colours at the same level will produce white at top level, black at bottom level and shades of 
grey in between. 

The result will be displayed in the square marked "current colour", with arrows indicating the 
chosen levels of red, green and blue. Some general rules for colour mixing are: 
 

Colour mix Result 

Red plus Green  Yellow 

Red plus Blue  Purple 

Green plus Blue  Cyan (aka  aqua or turquoise) 
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Applying Colours 

Once you have a colour you want you can choose to apply it to one of the following: 

 page border 

 heading background 

 button background 

 heading text 

 button text 

You can click Undo colour change to restore to the previous colours. You can also Redo to 
reverse an incorrect undo. 

You can also "capture" an existing colour if your sample colour is not quite correct and you don’t 
want to start again.. If you click on an appropriately-coloured page area its colour will be 
transferred to the "current colour" square. The arrows will re-set to indicate the levels of red 
green and blue. 

Colour Contrast 

. For readability it is necessary to have a fairly high contrast between text and background. Black 
with white gives 100%; two identical colours give 0%. You should aim for a contrast of at least 
50% - 60% for headings and buttons.  

Save and View 

Once you have a colour scheme that you like, click Save and View. Your colours will be 
permanently recorded and a web page will be displayed in those colours. If you don't like what 
you see click: 

1. Change colours to try again  

2. Default colours to revert to your original colour scheme. 

BUTTONS 

Change buttons 

The display shows all your buttons and any fixed page content associated with them. Buttons 
having a tick box entry are those that appear on the main menu bar. 

Buttons can be selected or de-selected by ticking or un-ticking the relevant box.  

NOTE: The Links and Gallery pages are collections of items defined for other pages. Unless 
those pages are worth visiting the corresponding buttons can remain de-selected. 

You can also change the button caption. (e.g. "Welcome" to "About us" or "Events" to 
"Activities"). It is advisable to also alter the heading of the corresponding page to match.  

NOTE:The maximum caption length is 12 characters. 

Add button 

To make a new menu button:  

 enter its caption in the box provided. 

 click one of the radio buttons to choose its position. 

 enter the heading and some text for the associated page, and submit the form. 

NOTE: Buttons cannot be placed before "Home" or after "U3A".  
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After creating a new button you can change its caption, and its visibility on the menu-bar.  

NOTE: You cannot alter its position or its associated page. (The page itself can be 
processed  like any other page). 

Removing a button 

Remove its associated page in the normal way. The button will be removed, together with all 
other elements on that page. 

CUSTOMISATION 

Event ordering:  

When the Events page is loaded, the list of events may be shown in date order, or by category. 
The predefined categories (e.g. Meetings) are displayed first, followed by the events associated 
with particular groups. Visitors can choose to view the list in either order. 

u3a logo in colour:  

The u3a logo can be displayed in either black and white or in the standard orange and blue.  

NOTE: The latter doesn't blend well with some colour-schemes.  

You can make the standard logo the default, but create one or more special logos for your pages. 

Timetable on groups page:  

This is generated automatically from the day/ time data entered for group meetings. It can be 
turned off if you prefer to show the information in a different way. 

Group events on Events page:  

By default the event details will be repeated, labelled with the relevant group page header. Turn 
this option OFF if it is not required. 

Group links on Links page: 

By default the links will be repeated, labelled with the relevant group page header. Turn this 
option OFF if it is not required. 

Inline pictures: special effects:  

By default, clicking on an inline thumbnail image will show the full-size version on a new page. 
You can show the full-size picture as an overlay on the current page, allowing visitors to move 
backwards and forwards through all inline pictures on the current page. 

Style. 

A is a light style, with few explicit borders, in which page elements are tightly-integrated. It 
works well with strongly-contrasting colour-schemes. 

B uses more borders and centred headings to separate page elements, and helps to provide more 
definition in colour-schemes based on light pastel background colours. 

C is the same as B, but in addition shows the menu items as separate buttons rather than as part 
of a continuous bar. 
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EXTRAS 

The Google Calendar 
This can supplement or replace the options for showing event details and regular group meetings. 
Only one calendar is permitted per site. Weekly and monthly timetables can be integrated and 
shown in more accurate. It supports the concept of "continuing" events, making it fairly easy to 
record the exact pattern of group meetings. It has useful extra features, like an automatic link to a 
Google map when the location of an event is entered. 

You will need to open a Google account and construct your u3a calendar there. Once ready it 
must be made public. To incorporating it in your website Sitebuilder software needs only enough 
data to "pull down" the calendar information and display it in a separate "frame" on the selected 
web page. The only details to be entered are the calendar identifier and the page where it is to 
appear. Adding, changing and deleting are available via the Embedding/calendar item in the 
Admin Menu.  

YouTube Videos 
With a Google account you can upload videos to YouTube, and enter the details via Site Builder. 
The information required is the unique video identifier and its width and height (found by 
clicking the "share" button for the relevant YouTube video). The video will be placed on the 
Home page instead of a picture.  

NOTE: Videos can be placed on other pages using an option on the normal 'page edit' data 
entry form. You may include as many videos as you wish, but only one per page. 

EDITORS 

You can register a number of editors for a site. An editor's status defines the limit of his or her 
responsibilities: 

An Administrator can add or remove other login names, change settings governing the site 
appearance, view site statistics, and perform periodic "housekeeping".  

Site statistics. The software counts the number of times that each page is visited. Site 
administrators can reset the count to monitor the way access patterns change over time.  

Site housekeeping.  This is the removal of obsolete data.  

A Site Editor can edit any part of the site's content, but cannot perform administrative functions.  

A Page Editor can edit page text, create and remove sub-pages, and carry out all the normal 
actions with page-related items: pictures, links, events and email contact addresses. They cannot 
use the "streamlined" editing interface, and will see a restricted set of options on the sidebar 
menu. 

Add Editor 

This allows you to register additional editors for your site. The new login name must be a unique 
identifier and be between 8 and 10 characters in length. Ideally it should contain both upper and 
lower-case letters and must be entered twice  

A password is used to provide additional security. It must be exactly 12 characters long and 
should contain both upper and lower-case letters and digits. 

The label field allows you to attach a readable sequence of characters to the login name, to help 
you to remember which U3A member is using it, or what role they perform. 
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The email address allows editors to be identified by the support team in the event of a request for 
help with problems that the site administrator cannot resolve.  

NOTE: This is mandatory for all new editors. 

If you are creating a login name for a page editor, you must also select, from the pull-down 
menu, the page name which he or she is to manage. 

Change Editor 

This option allows you to change any of the editor details except the login name.  

To change a login name, first register the editor with the new login name, together with other 
details from the existing entry. Then remove the old entry for that editor as described below. 

Remove Editor 

This allows you to remove an editor associated with your site. You will not need to enter the 
login name itself, just select the one associated with the visible label. 

UTILITIES 

Page visits 

This shows how often per month each page has been visited. The figures are not exact but do 
provide a rough guide to the relative popularity of the pages. 

Site profile 

This shows basic statistics for the elements that make up the site, plus the results of tests for 
possible problems. Not all the conditions detected are necessarily "wrong", but they do draw 
attention to possible points for improvement, and should be examined in conjunction with advice 
in the linked Help text. 

Bulk file management 

These options allow you to change, remove or download sets of pictures or uploaded documents 
in batch mode. They are aimed at editors with large numbers of uploaded files who need to 
reduce the amount of storage space used by their sites. The archive options provide a convenient 
way to save a selected set of files as a single 'zip' file, from which they can be extracted for later 
use. 

Tidy up 

This shows totals of any notices, events and links which are past their "show-until" date, "hidden" 
groups with their associated pages, unattached pages and any other items which are unreachable. 
You can decide whether to remove items in any or all of these categories.  

NOTE: It is sensible to tidy up periodically, but these are irreversible actions so take care. 

Group/ Page List (and Group Contact) 

Combined lists requested by some site administrators to assist their U3A's administrative 
processes. 

If you wish to print any of the above lists, right-click the relevant link and choose to open it in a 
new tab (or window). Then use the normal browser print option. (Most modern browsers have a 
"print to file" option for creating a PDF, which can be saved and circulated electronically, if 
required).  


